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For solved question bank visit doorsteptutor.com [https://www.doorsteptutor.com] and for free video

lectures visit Examrace YouTube Channel [https://youtube.com/c/Examrace/]

📣 Paper 3 has been removed from NET from 2018 (Noti�ication [https://www.examrace.com/NTA-
UGC-NET/NTA-UGC-NET-Updates/NEWS-UGC-NET-Exam-Changes-2018.htm])- now paper 2 and 3
syllabus is included in paper 2. Practice both paper 2 and 3 from past papers.

UGC NET Paper 1 21st December 2018 Second Shift Part 1:
Explanations at Doorsteptutor. Com

Complete Answers and Explanation for this Question Can be Found at
Doorsteptutor [https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/UGC/Paper-1/]
Q-1 With what name an attribute like height, weight or happiness that is measurable and that is
assigned with changing values be called?

Options:-

1. Variable

2. Sample

3. Statistics

4. Heuristic

Q-2 Which among the following provides the strongest evidence of cause-and-effect relationship
between independent and dependent variables?

Options:-

1. Descriptive statistics

2. Non-experimental approach

3. Co relational approach

4. Experimental approach

Q-3 According to Bloom՚s traditional taxonomy, the highest level of learning in cognitive domain is:

Options:-

1. Comprehension

2. Analysis

3. Evaluation

4. Application

Q-4 There are teaching aids which are centered around certain skills such as reading, listening and
pronunciation etc. such teaching aids are called as:

Options:-
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1. Scienti�ic teaching aids

2. General knowledge teaching aids

3. Skill based teaching aids

4. Audio-lingual teaching aids

Q-5 Assignment method of teaching is a combination of which of the following?

Options:-

1. Lecture-cum-demonstration method and laboratory method

2. Lecture method and �ield visit method

3. Project method and lecture method

4. Heuristic method and problem solving method

Q-6 Which one of the following is incorrectly matched between the proponent and the theory of
education advocated by him?

Options:-

1. Plato-Idealism

2. Rossean-Naturalism

3. Plato-Naturalism

4. Dewey-Pragmatism

Q-7 there are some best practices of using teaching aids in classroom. Below are given certain teaching
media aids, please match them according to the size of the class in terms of number of students and
the teaching aid to be used:

Set-I

1. Small size class of 2 - 3 students

2. Medium size class of 10 - 15 students

3. Large size class of 20 - 25 students

4. Extra large size class of more than 30 students

Set-II

1. Flip-chart or white board

2. Power point slides

3. Oval presentation with display screen

4. Writing on paper

Code: (a) (b) (c) (d)

Options:-

1. (ii) (iii) (iv) (i)
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2. (iv) (i) (ii) (iii)

3. (i) (iv) (iii) (ii)

4. (i) (iv) (ii) (iii)

Q-8 Heuristic method of teaching was developed by:

Options:-

1. H. E. Armstrong

2. John Dewey

3. Friedrich Froebel

4. Anne Sullivan

Q-9 A research report will contain:

1. Financial accounts

2. Prefatory parts

3. Utilisation certi�icates

4. Title page

5. Table of contents

6. Terminal chapters

Options:-

1. (b) , (d) , (e) and (f)

2. (c) , (d) , (e) and (f)

3. (a) , (c) , (d) and (e)

4. (a) , (b) , (c) and (e)

Q-10 the originality of a research topic will depend upon factors of:

1. Uniqueness of the topic

2. Utilitarian dimensions

3. Support system

4. Non-requirement of supervision

5. Feasibility of the study

Options:-

1. (a) , (b) , (c) and (d)

2. (a) , (b) , (d) and (e)

3. (b) , (c) , (d) and (e)

4. (a) , (b) , (c) and (e)
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Read the following passage carefully and answer questions from 11 to 15:

We live in a word characterized by greater universal aspirations to full participation in the life of
societies. What is more, in every society there is a constantly growing need to take full advantage of its
reserves of intelligence, talent and energy. Here the need to improve the quality of education is
emphasized. Clearly, any assessment of quality involves a value judgement that is coloured by what
one expects of education. A good-quality education should meet three essential criteria: it should be
democratic, it should be socially effective and it should be motivated by a humanism that does not
allow it to be subordinated exclusively to the criterion of productivity. This calls for a critical appraisal
of the highly debatable tendency to give priority to allegedly “practical” knowledge as opposed to
mind-broadening subjects, topics for through, artistic expression or the philosophical approach. The
link between education and work formed another theme which was frequently brought up. There is a
grave concern regarding the wide discrepancies between education and employment. UNESCO, for a
long time now, has made a point of studying the interactions between education, work and
employment as part of its action in the �ield of planning. It has to be said that it is very dif�icult to plan
education strictly in accordance with employment forecasts, in view of the growing diversity of
modern economies and the extremely repaid changes to which they are subject. It has been shown
that greater �lexibility in the structures and functioning of education provides the best guarantee
against the danger that it will be ill-adapted to rapid change.

Q-11 The passage emphasises the factors of:

1. Need for quality education

2. Link between education and work

3. Balance between mind-broadening subjects with practical knowledge

4. Not planning education for meeting the needs of modern economies

5. Flexibility in the structures of education

6. Subjecting, education to rapid changes

Options:

1. (a) , (d) , (e) and (f)

2. (b) , (d) , (e) and (f)

3. (a) , (b) , (c) and (e)

4. (a) , (c) , (d) and (f)

Q-12 What is coloured by the expectation of education?

Options:

1. Identi�ication of motivation

2. Value judgement

3. Assessment of expected outcome

4. A critical appraisal of debatable tendencies

Q-13 Why is there a need in every society to take advantage of intelligence, talent and energy?
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Options:-

1. To participate in the life of societies

2. To preserve the reserves of these factors cited

3. To characterise the world with universal aspirations

4. To assess the educational needs

Q-14 What is the action of UNESCO in the �ield of planning?

Options:

1. Not to plan education for work

2. To study the linkage between education and work

3. Expressing grave concern on discrepancies between education and life

4. Focusing on artistic expression

Q-15 The Characteristic of humanism should be:

Options:

1. Planning education for employment

2. Priority to practical knowledge

3. Opposition to philosophical approach

4. Non-sub-ordination to productivity notion

Q-16 it is estimated that the meaning derived by the students from non-verbal communication in
relation to verbal communication is ________ more.

Options:-

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Q-17 Iconic Production of classroom communication includes:

1. Scripting

2. Graphics

3. E-mail

4. Telephone

Q-18 If FIST is coded as JMWX, and then the code for BOAT will be:

Option:-
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1. FSEX

2. BCFX

3. CDEX

4. ESFX

Q-19 Which of the following statements are correct with regard to the ‘truth and validity’ in logically
reasoning. Select the correct code from the below:

1. Truth and falsity are attributes of individual propositions.

2. Validity and invalidity are attributes of individual propositions.

3. Truth and falsity are attributes of arguments.

4. Validity and invalidity are attributes of arguments

Options:-

1. (a) and (c)

2. (a) and (d)

3. (a) and (b)

4. (b) and (d)

Q-20 Among the following which one of the arguments is rooted in empirical investigation?

Options:-

1. Hypothetical

2. Inductive

3. Implicative

4. Deductive

Q-21 the next term in the number series 41, 27,16, 8, ________ is:

Options:-

1. 2

2. 3

3. 4

4. 1

Q-22 Among the following, there are two statements which can՚t be true together, but can be false
together. Select the code that represents them:

Statements:-

1. All bats are mammals.

2. Some bats are mammals.
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3. Some bats are not mammals.

4. No bats are mammals.

Options:-

1. (b) and (c)

2. (a) and (b)

3. (a) and (c)

4. (a) and (d)

Q-23 Identify the correct reasoning in the following argument:

“An English women lecturing Americans on semicolons is a little like an American lecturing the French
on sauces” .

Options:-

1. Hypothetical

2. Deductive

3. Analogical

4. Inductive

Q-24 Which one of the following is known as fourth estate?

Options:

1. Parliament

2. Of�ice of the President of India

3. Judiciary

4. Media

Q-25 pointing to the photograph of a girl, Sukanya said, “She is the daughter of my mother” . How is
Sukanya related to the girl in the photograph?

Options:-

1. Aunt

2. Sister

3. Mother

4. Information incomplete


